


Seoul, Korea
Samuel A. MoffettJanuary, 1892

To the Editor of the Korean Repository.

While the question of the Chinese Opium Traffic is calling forth special discussion and
petitions in England may I ask you to give space for a few words on the subject in behalf of the
orean people. A visit to the Northern city of Euiju on the Chinese border, reveals the fact that

the Opium habit is rapidly making its way among this people and that unless steps are taken to
prevent its increase it bids fair to become as great a curse to the Koreans as it has become to the
Chinese. In Euiju I was told by Koreans that the vice is established with many and is fast
becoming a habit with hundreds, it having been introduced by the Chinese merchants trading
there.

In connection with the inn where I stopped was a flourishing Opium-smoking trade, and
since my return to Seoul, upon inquiry I am told that there are joints in Seoul and Chemulpo.
These are said to be operated by Chinese but patronized by Koreans also.

The vice is growing most amongst the upper classes and those who have some money. A
people already given to every sensual indulgence, but with this added, what little strength of
character they have will be utterly destroyed. As friends of Korea and her people let us add our
voices to the plea for a prohibition of this traffic.

Very sincerely,

S.A. Moffett

(From the Korean Repository, Vol. 1, 1892, p. 35)



Seoul, Korea January, 1892 Samuel A. Moffett

Report of Committee on P lan of Union with the Australian and Southern Presbyterian Missions

(Committee: S.A. Moffett & W.M. Baird)

Report to the Presbyterian Mission at its Annual Meeting:

Your Committee report that they have had correspondence with Dr. Knox, Mr. Stout and
others of the missionaries in Japan concerning the Plan of Union adopted there. We have also

conferred with Mr. Mackay [Australian missionary in Korea] and the members of the Southern

Presbyterian Mission. We recommend the organization of a council to consist of all the male

members of the Presbyterian Missions in Korea, this council to have advisory powers in

connection with all the work of the missions in the council.

We also recommend that the chairman and secretary of this meeting be empowered to

issue a call for the first meeting of the council.

S.A.M. and W.M.B.

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #180, Vol. eleven, Report X)



Seoul, Korea January, 1892 James S. Gale

Report of Examination Committee

According to the Manual examinations were held for one afternoon at the close of the

Annual Meeting. Those present were Mr. Moffett and Miss Doty (two years on the field), Mr.

and Mrs. Baird (one year) and Dr. Vinton (ten months). The foreign examiners were Miss

Rothweiler, Mrs. Gifford and J.S. Gale and the Koreans, Messrs. Saw, Ni and Youn.

While all to a certain extent had directed their year’s work according to the curriculum

laid down in the book of Mission rules, we felt as was decided in the Annual Meeting that it was

rather too far advanced for beginners, and so we made an effort to get at each one’s knowledge of

the language by conversation, etc.

A half hour was given to conversation which was not joined in with the same freedom

that English conversations in the Mission usually are. It was evident that for all present it

required a laboured effort to speak Korean, nor could it be expected otherwise, for two years are

not sufficient to give one fluency in the native tongue.

Mr. Moffett was then taken up alone and was asked to translate the parable of the Sower

from memory. This he did. Also to read off some portions of the English Bible into Korean.

This he also did with some difficulty. His reading from Korean (En mun) showed that he was

not yet familiar enough with this form of writing to read it easily. His whole examination, while

it in no way satisfied himself, gave evidence of the fact that he had spent two years of hard work

on Korean and that now he can understand all ordinary lines of conversation and that, though

with effort, he can carry any thoughts he wishes to the mind of the native.

Miss Doty came next and was examined in a somewhat similar way. That she can carry

on a conversation and understand the natives one had ample proof. Perhaps a little less time

spent in reading and more on general conversation would make the labour of studying lighter and

prove more profitable.

Mr. and Mrs. Baird seem to have grown quite familiar with every day Korean in their one

year of residence here. They have each vocabulary enough and verbal forms enough already to

show that the language, difficult though it be, will not prove an insurmountable task for them.

Their year has been well spent when we say that they can converse and can make themselves at

home among the people already.

Dr. Vinton has been so driven with work in the government hospital that he has had little

opportunity to study Korean.

Your committee feels that as yet are little more than matters of form for we are all

beginners. One afternoon is quite sufficient to teach us all that we know but little of this difficult

language. There has never been a foreigner in Korea yet with the exception perhaps of a French

priest or two who has made more than a beginning at Korean. It will be years indeed before any



of us examiners and examined all become scholars in the language.
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Respectfully submitted,

James S. Gale

Louisa C. Rothweiler

Mary Hayden Gifford

Rev. S.A. Moffett

1 . Language study

2. Work in Eui ju and Pyeng An To with direction of Evangelist Paik Hong Tchyun, with

instructions to investigate and report on the possibility of entering Pyeng Yang city.

3. In Seoul - the direction of the Native Church and “Sarang” [room for receiving visitors] with

Evangelist Saw Syang Youn.

4. Boy’s School

Miss S.A. Doty

1 . Language study

2. Girl’s School

3. Direction of Home for Women’s Work (with Mrs. Gifford)

4. Organist of Native Church

Rev, and Mrs. Baird

1 . Language Study

2. Work of Fusan Station which includes Kyeng Sang To and Chyel la To with country

trips as deemed desirable

[remainder of page missing

(from the microfilm records of the Board of Foreign Missions held at the Presbyterian Historical

Society, Philadelphia, Reel #180, Vol. eleven, 1891-1900 Reports)



Seoul, Korea January, 1892 Daniel L. Gifford

Treasurer's Report fto the Presbyterian North Annual Meeting]

The Treasurer has comparatively little to report this year that is new. Finding it in some ways
inconvenient to do his banking business in Shanghai with the Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank, and
learning that he could get as advantageous terms in the matter of interest for the Mission money here as
in Shanghai, namely 3 percent interest on current account, with the sanction of the Mission he deposited
the bulk of the Mission funds with the Seoul branch of the 1

st National Bank of Japan. In July we had
considerable of a scare. A libel affecting the credit of the 1

st
National Bank of Japan appeared in a

Japanese paper. Upon consultation with the finance committee of the Mission, the Treasurer withdrew
the Mission funds from the Bank. A month later the Mission, becoming entirely satisfied as to the

soundness of the Bank, the funds of the Mission were redeposited in the Bank. Upon the opening of our

Fusan Station by Mr. Baird, the following financial arrangements were made: An account was opened

with the Fusan branch of the 1

st

National Bank of Japan. Bills of Exchange are sent to the Bank through

Mr. Baird. Thence they are forwarded to the parent Bank in Yokohama, sold, and the amount of the

proceeds placed to the Treasurer's credit in Fusan. Mr. Baird’s orders come to Seoul and upon being

approved at the regular monthly Mission meeting, the Treasurer pays him with a Fusan check.

The Treasurer would report that in the fall, the property between the English Legation and the

English Mission Chapel was sold for 900 yen, mostly to the S.P.G. [Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel] Mission (one small house being sold to a Korean). Also that during the fall he completed the

registration of the deeds of the Seoul property of the Mission with the Korean Foreign Office and the

American Legation. He has also insured the Seoul property of the Mission in the Straits ’ Fire Insurance

Co ., represented by Mr. Townsend at the rate of 1 Vi percent. This does not include the two Korean

houses, one at Kwan-no-mo-kol and Mr. Sau, the evangelist’s house, concerning whose insurance the

Treasurer desires further instructions by the Mission.

Accompanying this report is a statement of the expenditures of the Mission with the exception

of salaries, from May 1
st

,
1891 to January 12, 1892. This has been drawn up in yen and the equivalent

gold at the average rate of 77.7 percent.

The Treasurer would call attention to the fact that the accounts of “itinerating” and “tracts” are

well drawn up; and that the account of “lights and heating” is overdrawn. He would suggest that the

Mission sanction his incorporating the account of “medicines personal” (Note: changed by vote of

Mission to “medical allowance”) under the general item of “medicines”; also the transfer of the

payments for mission text books and dictionaries from the account of “taxes and miscellaneous” to that

of “books printing, etc.” and the transfer from the same account of Kon-dong-kol repairs to a new

account “house repairs - J.S. Gale”.

The Treasurer would also suggest that in sending money orders home for payment in New York,

it would be the safest plan for all parties concerned if the members of the Mission would settle such

accounts with the Mission Treasurer at their earliest possible convenience.

Respectfully submitted,

D.L. Gifford

Treasurer, Korean Presbyterian Mission

(from the microfilm records of the Board of Foreign Missions held at the Presbyterian Historical

Society, Philadelphia, Reel #180, Vol. eleven, 189 1-1900 Reports)



Seoul, Korea Feb. 17, 1892 Samuel A. Moffett

Rev. F.F. Ellinwood, D.D.

23 Fifth Avenue, New York

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

At the close ofmy second year and the beginning of the 3rd on this field, I have but little

to write you beyond what you have already learned from the reports made to our Annual
Meeting. To me the year has been a good one for language study. As 1 had two long trips to the

country and have had in Seoul considerable practice in talking, having daily consultation with

native agents, while the school work has helped me, all instruction there having been given in

the vernacular. I have tried to keep steadily in mind that my usefulness here will depend more
upon laying a good foundation for work than the amount of work done these first few years, and

consequently have sought to make all work done contribute to my language study. I want one

more year at least of such work before I shall feel that language study is not my first work, altho

I trust I shall be able to do more and better work both in the school and along evangelistic lines,

than last year.

This year the oversight of the "Sarang" in Mr. Underwood's Compound as well as the

native service falls to me. The object of the "Sarang" is to have a place for daily inquiry and for

conversation upon & study of the Scriptures and by spending from 2 to 3 hours every morning in

such work I expect a great deal of pleasure and profit. Mr. Underwood's absence left most

everything with loose ends with no one prepared to take them up just where he left them, but this

year we begin in much better condition. With the blessing of the Spirit upon our work we have

every reason to look forward to this year with hope of steady progress as I believe the truth has

real hold upon a number of our members.

I ought also to write you sometime concerning property in Seoul since Dr. Allen showed

me his letter to you and also invited me to look over his property, noticing its condition,

situation, etc. It appears to me a good piece of property, nicely situated for work, being near

quite a large street - leading to one of the smaller city gates. It is not so well situated as the

"Lower School" property and is much nearer our present location than that. Whether it would be

a desirable acquisition to us would, I think, depend upon several other questions. As you know,

Dr. Vinton wishes to build a hospital quite far outside the South Gate. If this is done it would

seem that a minister should also be located there with him. We shall want a physician in one of

the houses here. We hope to have the Lower School occupied as an evangelistic point and if

another minister for the school is sent here we would then have in Seoul 2 physicians, 5

ministers and the Girls' School force, enough for Seoul for several years unless a practically new

station were opened in the extreme northeastern section of the city 3 miles from here. If we

should need more property in this section, Dr. Allen’s will be a good place to purchase.

Mr. Gifford and I have had a talk with Mr. Heard, the U.S. Minister, concerning the

purchase of property under the recent proclamation of the Mayor. He tells us that his

understanding is that at the request of the Chinese Consul the proclamation was withdrawn and
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will let us know what action the diplomatic body takes after their meeting & consultation over it.

We were led to make inquiry by a desire to sell the little Korean house occupied by our

Evangelist (a home given to the Mission by Mr. Underwood) and purchase another for him. The
one he now occupies has not been repaired for 10 years and in another year will require

considerable expense to repair it so that it will not fall. If we can get $100.00 or $150.00 from

the Board to add to what we can get for this house, $80 or $100, we will be able to get a better

house and one better located for work, near a main street where books can be offered for sale and

eventually a room fitted up as a street-chapel. The next meeting of the station will be asked to

request such an appropriation from the Board, but as I am writing I mention it now.

I also enclose a sketch of the property located in Eui Ju - which should have accompanied

my report. It is a large property but the fields were secured at slight cost and afford room for

several buildings if the place is occupied as a district station - but the present buildings will be

sufficient if it becomes a sub-station to PyengYang.

Long ere this you will have heard our plans for new stations and know that we are

eagerly looking forward to the arrival of new men this fall.

With prayers for the blessing and guidance of the Spirit of God upon the Board and upon

us,

Very sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #21)



Seoul, Korea February 18, 1892 Daniel L. Gifford

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Your kind letter of December 22 has been received. Many thanks. The Annual Meeting
of our Mission has come and gone. As the reports are before you, I need to say little of details.
The Annual Meeting was a decided success. It was an eminently business session and
characterized by the utmost good feelings. When any member found that a pet plan or idea of his
commanded a minority vote, he good-naturedly yielded to the will of the majority and passed on
to other business. Cross examination and discussion followed the reading of each report. I may
say that in the discussion of methods of work, we received help from our Methodist brethren who
were present at many of our sessions. That we have taken steps looking to some sort of union
with the Victorian [Australian] Presbyterian Mission may be a news item of interest to the

Missionaries of other Reformed bodies thinking of opening work in Korea. A committee was
appointed to meet a committee from the M.E. [Methodist] Mission to draw up rules of comity to

be submitted to the next Annual Meeting. From the fraternal spirit existing between the two
Missions, such a task ought not to be especially difficult. Our year on the whole has been a

prosperous one, characterized by a steady development in the work and the outlook is bright.

Later February 29. '92

Your letter of January 5
th
to the Mission has been received. We are very glad that the

Board seems likely to get the quota for Korea. The Mission at the Annual Meeting expressed to

the Board in the report which has already been forwarded to you the Mission judgment of how
the new men should be allotted among the stations.

We also asked for $2000 out of which to secure property in Gensan [Wonsan] and Pyeng

An. Mr. Gale has already left for Gensan to look up property . Mr. Moffett will do the same at

Pyeng An this spring. So, if we get the Board’s sanction, land (possibly with native houses) will

be purchased by the Mission in these two centers.

Mr. Moffett and Mr. Gale, having traveled through the North, possess the facts

concerning that section of the country and have, I believe, written you. The Methodist Mission

have work in Eui Ju, Pyeng An and Chemulpo, but only the one station of Seoul. As to the

relative importance of Eui Ju and Pyeng An in their claims for our Mission Station for the North,

while we have work in Eui Ju, yet it is a place that of late has declined commercially, most of the

trade which it once commanded going out of the country by other ports. Pyeng An on the

contrary is the largest and most prosperous city in the northern half of Korea. From Pyeng An a

larger number of towns could be reached than from Eui Ju. With Pyeng An as a center, Eui Ju

could be worked without difficulty by itineration. Mr. Moffett and I in a recent talk with Mr.

Hurd [Heard] asked him if, in view of the Tai Kou [Taegu] decision, our missionaries could live,

say, 1 1 months of the year in Pyeng An. He said “yes, if they live as the French priests do.”

When asked what he meant, he replied “in native houses”. No doubt it will cost something to get

food and supplies to men occupying Pyeng An (183 miles north of Seoul). I had a talk recently

with one of the Germans connected with the mercantile firm of E. Meyer & Co. that has a
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steamer (owned partly by the Korean government) which roves about the waters of Korea
carrying merchandise and which occasionally visits Pyeng An (or rather the port a few miles
away from it) [i.e. Chinnampo]. He assured me that they could carry stores to people living in

Pyeng An at better rates than we could secure from natives. The trips of their boat however for

the present are a very uncertain quantity. It might be possible to forward goods via junks. The
other choice is overland transportation. In any case it will be costly and (with the overland route)

hazardous sending supplies, mail, etc. to Pyeng An. And as Eui Ju is double the distance, doubly

[costly] in the case of that city were it occupied as a station.

Later March 4, 1892

We received a telegram from Mr. Gale last night asking authority to purchase a site at

Gensan for $70 (yen). With the Mission’s understanding of the item in the appropriations,

“Salary of Mr. Gale, Opening of Stations, Rentals, etc. $2400“, the Mission’s sanction has been

telegraphed him.

We have had official notification from the American Legation that the Municipal

Proclamation which promised to make it hard for foreigners to buy property in Seoul has been

withdrawn.

I do not know but what it has been written you before, but Mrs. Mackay (of the Australian

Mission) died in January. I understand that Mr. Mackay has expressed himself that he feels quite

settled now that he is to remain in Fusan.

With kindest regards,

Yours Sincerely,

D.L. Gifford

(from the Presbyterian Historical Society microfilm reel #176, Board of Foreign Missions

records, Vol. #4, letter #9)



Seoul, Korea March 17, 1892 Samuel A. Moffett

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Your two letters of January 16th and 21st were received with pleasure. The three months
required to receive an answer to our letters frequently finds the conditions in the field greatly

altered and so I sit down to write you again somewhat differently from my last letters.

Unwilling that you should infer that I jump to conclusions hastily and prematurely without a

warrant from the situation in the field and fearing that my decided change on two questions in

such a short time might lead to that inference I wish to explain a little more fully what led me to

write so strongly concerning the importance of keeping Mr. Gale in Seoul and of opening Eui Ju

and also why I now as earnestly favor Mr. Gale's transfer to Gensan [Wonsan] and the opening

of Pyeng Yang as our northern station. I urged the retention of Mr. Gale in Seoul (as did this

whole mission) and the reasons actuating me were as follows.

1st - (a rather delicate one which I did not wish to mention before but will do so now) The

necessity I felt of always having someone in Seoul who could intelligibly converse with Koreans

and act as interpreter in all important questions affecting the Mission work and the native church

- Mr. Gale could do that but after him I was the only one who could do so (I say this without

reflection upon others and with full consciousness of my own deficiencies in the language - for it

is an extremely difficult language not to be mastered in a few years and as yet no one has made

but a beginning toward a scholarly knowledge of it.) With Mr. Gale away my enforced absence

in the north to look after work there would leave no one here with sufficient facility in use of the

language to adequately meet any very difficult or important question which might arise. With

Mr. Gale away and me in Seoul it would throw upon me the burden of interpreting almost every

important transaction with Koreans and I felt that less than two years in the language was not

sufficient foundation to bear the burden of looking after the interests of a work left by one who

had been here 6 years. I need not elaborate this.

2nd - The necessity of having someone here for literary work. Mr. Gale was farthest

advanced in the language and was already associated with the M.E.'s [Methodist Episcopal] in

translation work and did not have his hands full of school and church work, nor of Treasurer's or

Medical work. This I spoke fully of before.

3rd - The great importance of opening work in the "Lower School" property, by far the

best located place we have for work and under our physician's objections to it - a place available

only for Evangelistic work.

At our mission meeting this week I made the motion and advocated sending Mr. Gale to

permanently occupy Gensan and for these reasons -

1st - Letters from the Board and Mr. Underwood tell us of the coming of 6 men

and 4 or 6 men from the Southern Board. These also indicate that your view is that we should

not delay in taking possession of the principal points desiring to be the first to enter even tho

thereby the work in Seoul is retarded. We accept the suggestion and with gratitude for the men
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are rea y to go in and possess the land leaving the concentration of thought and energy upon
wor in Seoul until we have occupied the stations and are ready to push work in all points
simultaneously. This will be good policy if in the end Seoul is not forgotten and relegated to the
point of being a mere supply station for the interior - for it should be the center of our
educational & medical work and will be the center of the most extensive field for Evangelistic
work and in the end should be given a full corps of workers.

2nd - The translators have finished their first work and then future joint work will
be broken into by Mr. Appenzeller's return to America this summer. We also hope that Mr. Gale
may be able to accomplish as much in Gensan as alone in Seoul - if he has the aid of a Seoul
teacher and helper.

3rd - Mr. Gale & Mrs. Heron (by the time this reaches you Mrs. Gale) both asked
to be allowed to open Gensan. Upon Mr. Gale's trip there he bought a lot [a piece of land] and
reports a foreign built house there which can be rented and occupied while they are building.

4th - Dr. Brown now agrees with the view I have always held that the "Lower
School" property can be well adapted to medical work and that it is a splendid location for a

dispensary. If the Board grants the money asked to fit it for a residence and the new Doctor
agrees with our view he can go in there at once and that (our best) point be occupied and work
begun there.

For these reasons I give my voice to the present plan and earnestly urge that if this meets
your approval there be no delay in giving us the appropriation asked for Gensan that Mr. Gale

may go up there this summer and build this fall. At the same time, I must ask you to bear in

mind that you ought not to expect the same progress in our work in Seoul. With my hands full

of innumerable details of the Sarang and Church and a Sabbath School, 2 hours a day for the

school, the details of housekeeping and the absolute necessity of getting some time each day for

language study the "irons" cannot be kept very hot even though they are kept in the fire. Mr.

Gifford also has his hands full of Treasurer's work which he does with greatest excellence &
care to the great satisfaction of the Mission.

II - The northern station - When I first wrote urging the opening of Eui Ju it was on the

ground that Mr. Gale was a single man ready to go in there quietly and occupy it - which he was

quite anxious to do (Mr. Underwood was then in Seoul). This was at the time ofmy first visit

there and I had but little knowledge of the language. Everything seemed to give promise of a

successful work and I agreed with Mr. Underwood & Mr. Gale in thinking it should be occupied

at once. My second visit was made with knowledge of Mr. Gale's change of plans and after

gaining better use of the language & knowledge of the country people. The second visit

confirmed my impressions of the promising outlook for work there and of its importance as a

field of labor and I greatly rejoice in the purchase of property there and if we occupy it I believe

we shall have a successful work - but this trip also impressed me very greatly with the fact that

in planting a station in the north we ought to first occupy Pyeng Yang the Capital as the

important center of our northern work, and I believe better judgment & greater wisdom will be

displayed in taking possession of this as the strategic point and I should greatly prefer to have
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' tS northern work center Pyeng Yang. Could we have 3 men for the province, asope we shall, one of them could take up our Eui Ju work and look to the Southern Church to
strengthen his hands. A few facts will show you why I prefer Pyeng Yang.
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JU 'S 3 city from 20,000 to 30,000 people on the border of China, equally distant

.

1 (3 li a mile) from Moukden and New Chwang in Manchuria and Pyeng Yang in Korea,
eing on the border its territory is just half that of an interior city and has a workable region

including 19 cities and their districts (many villages) containing a population of between 'A and
one million people. (Population is mainly guess work & this is my guess founded on a few
facts.)

It was formerly a busy city with large trade & many rich merchants but since the opening
of the treaty ports it has been steadily declining in population & trade, but far the greater part of
its trade having gone to the ports.

Pyeng Yang - Capital of province is a city of from 70,000 to 100,000 people - the largest
city north of Seoul (with possible exception of Syong To, 160 li from Seoul). It is equally
distant, 500 li, from Seoul, Gensan [Wonsan] and EuiJu. The region to be worked from there
includes 39 cities with the districts including An Ju, the 3rd largest city of the province, and
Hoang Ju, the second largest city of the province, to the south of it. It also includes our country
work on the West Coast where we have 15 enrolled members. The population of the region is

probably 2 millions. It has large business interests and if a treaty port is opened near it, as is

probable, it will be a most important point on account of the splendid coal which is just

beginning to be mined there.

The question & method of entering either one of these points are vastly different from
those of Gensan, a treaty port. Whoever enters here must do so cautiously and quietly, perhaps
living in Korean houses for several years and putting up with a great many more inconveniences

and lack of luxuries than do we in Seoul. That we can enter I have no doubt but we cannot do so

until the men are here and just how we will enter will depend very greatly upon circumstances

and the conditions met in the effort. There may be no objection whatever & I think there will be

none - but it may be that two or three protracted visits will be necessary, with return trips to

Seoul, before a man will feel that he can consider himself safely & permanently settled. As the

men who occupy it will have to learn the language it may not be best for them to continue there

after the first visit but take two visits with an older missionary. It will also require a

considerable outlay of money and the expense of living there will probably be greater than in

Seoul unless freight can be satisfactorily sent by boat. It will not be best for a man to take his

wife there until after the first long stay and if a single man is among those sent to Korea, of

course we will expect him to go to this province. We shall not delay getting in there

permanently a day longer than wise prudence may seem to require and we certainly will not let

the men appointed to that field get the impression that settling in Seoul is a possibility.

The Methodists say they intend to push their work in the north - but they have not the

men and if they do go in there is no fear of any injurious collision. They will go ahead and we

will go ahead in perfect friendship but without interference. I greatly hope we shall see the 2
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new doctors out here in the early fall and that the ministers with their wives will come as early as
possible so that after one winter's language study they can go up in the early spring.

Ill - One other question - the request for $350 with which to purchase a house & lot

which by building a small piece of wall can be thrown into my compound and become a useful
building either for a Sarang - or quarters for servants, helpers, etc. A few months ago 1 wanted
this place very much (before I had charge of the Sarang in Mr. Underwood's compound) but the

price asked was $600 so I gave it up. A few days ago I was approached by the man who, in

trouble with an official, has to raise some money to save his life, offers it for $300 without the

lot. The Mission thinks it from a business point of view desirable to purchase and I doubt not

whoever occupies this house (probably whoever has charge of the school) will want this and

eventually will want 3 other small houses which are between here and the street - making this

compound extend to the street as do those of all the other houses of the mission.

I had hoped to get off a letter to Mr. Underwood on this mail but will not be able. Shall

be glad to have you show him this to explain why I urge the occupation of Pyeng Yang first

altho I see the importance of Eui Ju as I did when I wrote him to try to get men for Eui Ju. I love

not Eui Ju less but Pyeng Yang more.

With kindest regards and continued prayers, I am,

Very sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #22)



203 1 N. College Ave.

Philadelphia, Pa. April 5> \ 892 Mary Alice Fish
(badly damaged letter to her father, Charles H. Fish - partly unreadable)

My dear Father,

Your letter of March 31st enclosing .just received in fact I think your big girl

manages to dispose of a good deal of it for you.

We are having April weather - balmy air, fresh grass, bursting buds and frequent

showers. Esther and I spent Sabbath in Germantown with Miss Phelps whose home is there.

There was actually a gate in front of the house to be opened, and a dear little front

porch, and trees hung over the sidewalk, and the streets were broad and quiet instead of being

paved with petrified potatoes on end as these are. The trees and gardens were bare to be sure but

they looked beautiful to me after being in this place of vertical and horizontal brick walls.

is a splendid place to study tell you how I want to be almost literally “holding
”

until college closes.

But I did not tell you the best about Germantown. We heard Mr. Speer, one of the

Secretaries of our N.Y. Mission Board speak twice on Sunday. He was for a time the traveling

secretary of the Students’ Movement enthusiasm Foreign Mission work, ....as

well as being an energetic Christian worker at home. Probably you saw his articles in the S.S.

Times for February. 26th and Mar. 12th on the Students’ Volunteer Missionary Movement. I

had seen those papers and also had heard that Mr. Speer was a very good speaker but was hardly

prepared the treat I and in the evening he made the address at the

annual reunion of the missionary societies of the Church. He is a very young man but so earnest

and energetic and so filled with the spirit of love overflowing that one

knows message straight from the there is something charming about but

the charm when sought is chiefly in his complete surrender to Christ whose Spirit has filled his

life - a charm we may all possess for the same cost.

Take my love to the little Mother and sister over the bay. Just think, next month God

willing, I shall see you all, but that happy time must be earned by another month

With a heart full of love,

Your daughter,

Alice

(from the Samuel H. Moffett collection of Samuel A. Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea May 5, 1892 Samuel A. Moffett

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Dr. Brown and I having finished the necessary but decidedly tedious work of auditing the

Treasurer's books and report, expect to start off tomorrow for Eui Ju. Before going I want to thank you
very sincerely for your kind letter of March 2 and also to add a word on the subject of the necessity of re-

enforcements for our Girls' School and Woman's work. We have just insisted on a rest for Miss Doty and

she has gone to spend a few weeks with Mrs. Baird at Fusan while Mrs. Brown & Mrs. Gifford look after

the school. That one person cannot look after such a school and make it efficient while preserving her

health seems to me to need no argument - but aside from that we greatly need someone who can

superintend and follow up work amongst the women, a work by far the most important but in which we
have done very little. The M.E.'s [Methodists] have 4, 5 or 6 women for that work and it is a pleasure to

them to prosecute it. Had we three ladies in connection with the girls' school they could all give some

time to the school and some to women's work - but as it is, Miss Doty is so occupied that she seldom gets

away from her house more than an hour at a time.

Mr. Baird has probably informed you of the changes in Fusan and the reason why the presence of

the Canadian Doctor there does not render Dr. Brown's presence unnecessary. Dr. Hardie is available in

case of sickness but not for real Mission work nor for itinerating. Mr. Mackay after the death of his wife

became very sick and has just gone back to Australia adding one more to the long list of those who have

begun work in Korea but now are not here. We trust this does not end the work of the Victorian Church

[Australian] in Korea. As they are Presbyterians and Scotch they will probably try again.

I have just written a short note to W.M. Junkin under appointment of Southern Board and referred

him to the letter sent by Dr. Vinton to our Board concerning the new men - their outfit and places of

residence. As the three Southern men leave August 17th, they will probably arrive here before most of

our re-enforcements and we can entertain them until they get settled ready for housekeeping in the house

we have secured for them. It will be well if one of the doctors and one or more of the ministers can come

with the Southern men. Please do not hesitate to send the men and aU of them as soon as possible. We

shall probably be somewhat crowded this winter - especially if Mr. Underwood begins repairs on his

house then, but the crowding will only be in order that the men may have six months' work on the

language during the winter and be off for the stations in the early spring.

We have remembered the Board's Treasury in these last days and hope to hear that the year has

closed without debt.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #23)



Geneva Lake, Wisconsin August 29, 1892 Horace G. Underwood

Dear Dr. Ellinwood;

Your letter of last month reached me in due season and I was very glad to hear that Miss Strong
had been appointed and a few days after the receipt of the letter I went down to the city of Chicago to see
Dr. Whiting. He is a very fine fellow and has about decided to go but his father who is a banker in Iowa
is rather an invalid and has put some hindrances in his way, but he tells me that he is confident that he
can remove all these and that he will be ready to go before many months are up. I was to have met him
about a week ago but owing to some difficulty about the mails we did not meet then and I shall take a trip

to the city in a day or so and will try and find another man, too. I shall be here at Geneva Lake till the

middle of next month and will leave for Toronto for the meeting of the Presbyterian Alliance which I

have been asked to address. When that is over I shall return to Chicago to stay in this vicinity till the first

week in November. My address after the 30
th
of September will be Care J.M. Horton, 172 E. Lake Street,

Chicago.

As soon as I learn anything definite about a doctor I will let you know. With kindest regards

from us both

Yours Sincerely,

H.G. Underwood

(from the Presbyterian Historical Society records of the Board of Foreign Missions, microfilm reel #176,

Vol. #4, letter #49)



Seoul, Korea Sept. 6, 1892 (Rec’d Oct. 20) Samuel A. Moffett

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

I have just arrived in Seoul after a 4 month absence, the last two weeks of which were spent in

China taking breath before beginning the fall and winter work and in gaining much advantage from
contact with the missionaries and their work in Chefoo and Teng Chow. I wish to give you a running
account of my trip and work in Eui Ju and vicinity.

Arrived in Eui Ju, the work began with every promise of success, and great was the

disappointment to Dr. Brown and me that he was compelled to leave and yet I am glad to be able to report

a most gratifying and profitable summer's work.

Soon after Dr. Brown left I started off for a trip to a number of villages where Young Kim had

been at work - that I might see what he had done and that I might gather material for a summer
theological class in Eui Ju. I was well pleased with Kim's work and during the five days I spent in the

center of the region he had been canvassing I met and taught a great many inquirers from surrounding

villages - many coming in 20 and 30 li to see me and talk about the gospel. Of those in this region who
applied last year for baptism I found that some had lost all interest, fearing persecution, while others

seemed to have been studying and to be desirous of coming into the Church. I met and examined a

number of these together with others who applied for the first time and from this number I baptized two

men, one a school teacher, the other a farmer, both of whom had been under instruction nearly two years.

I am making it a rule to be very careful about baptizing men as our experience with our enrolled

membership has been far from satisfactory. Most all of the men who come to us have come in order to

get financial help but among these there are some who rise above that motive after they have been

thoroughly instructed. One old man of 72 who has occupied a high position as a teacher of Confucianism

- with whom I had a long talk last year - came to me again declaring himself a believer in Jesus and was

most eager to hear more of the gospel. I greatly hope that another year will see him ready to come into

the Church. The five days spent in this village gave me a great deal of valuable information concerning

the every day life and customs of Korean villagers. I returned to Eui Ju through a region heretofore

unvisited by foreigners, spending Sunday in the magistracy of Sak Ju. The first visit to any place is

decidedly unsatisfactory for it is hard to do anything with a great crowd of people intent only on

satisfying their curiosity. They show the greatest indifference to the gospel though I have in mind one old

man who seemed to get somewhat interested in what I had said and who promised to hunt me up when he

went to Eui Ju. The Koreans are easy to approach and to talk to concerning the gospel but a more

thoroughly indifferent people 1 think it would be hard to find.

I was out 12 days and upon returning to Eui Ju settled down to every day preaching and teaching

in my house, having a constant run of visitors to whom the old old story was told over and over again.

Several times while out for a walk 1 have had groups of men gather around me while I talked of the

gospel but I do not think the time has come for indiscriminate public preaching in these places where we

are seeking an entrance. We held regular service on Sundays and I had a great crowd of boys on several

Sundays to whom I explained gospel pictures. I found great reluctance on the part of our members there

to identify themselves directly with Christianity. I was able in these 3 months in Eui Ju to get a pretty

good idea of the condition of our work. I think without question that most of the men who have been

baptized there were seeking mere temporal gain and that l/2 of the 30 or more have no interest whatever in

the gospel. I should say that not more than 10 give evidence of being Christians and some of these have

little courage to endure ridicule. I do find very great encouragement in being able to report five or six

men who seem to have a real hold on the truth and are rejoicing in it and great encouragement from the

fact that great numbers of the people have learned what the gospel is - many are quietly searching the

scriptures and there is an evident conviction on the part of many that this is the truth. I heard of quite a
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number who had given up the worship of evil spirits and I feel that a great deal has been done towards
getting the people to think about and talk over this new doctrine. Good seed was sown in the minds of a
great many children and some of them will yet be preachers of the Word. I enrolled several applicants for

baptism, one of whom gives me great joy because of his perfect willingness to let it be known that he is a

Christian. He was a constant attendant upon the Bible class and the Sunday service, told me he had given

up the worship of evil spirits and that every night he assembled his household to hear him read from the

gospels or other Church books. He charged me to tell the people in Seoul that he had become a Christian.

I look upon the summer Bible class as the most profitable part of my work and the one which will have

the greatest effect in preparing for a harvest. A class of 12 men from 8 towns and villages were with me
for 15 days and they were taken thro a course of instruction on the main doctrines of scripture. They

spent two hours each day with me and in the afternoon went over the same Bible readings with Mr. Paik,

who more fully explained to them what I had taught in the morning. One of the attendants upon the class

was an old man of 77 who came in 150 li in order to learn more fully of that which he had heard in the

country.

The last two weeks of my stay Dr. Vinton was with me, and in that time he treated over 400

patients and did a great deal to open up more homes to me and to gain the good will of many who had not

before come under my influence.

I cannot speak too highly of the advantage of coupling the medical and evangelistic work, where

the former is made a means to the latter and not an end in itself. I am glad to bear witness to the fact that

both our doctors have this view of their work.

I write hopefully of our work in Eui Ju and yet my three months there and the trip to the

surrounding country makes me even more decidedly of the opinion that Pyeng Yang is the place where

we should plant our station.

The reasons given in previous letters seem even stronger than ever. Eui Ju is steadily declining

commercially and in population and I was surprised to find the region through which 1 traveled not more

thickly populated. Pyeng Yang has by far a more populous and a more fertile tributary region and is the

city of the Province - the strategic point of the North. Eui Ju can and should be worked from Pyeng Yang

and we ought to have three men for that province, one of whom could give special attention to Eui Ju and

vicinity.

The only points in favor of going into Eui Ju as our station are that we have work begun there and

that there is no difficulty about going in, for everyone took it for granted while I was there that I expected

to build a house and live there permanently and no one even suggested any objection. However, I have

no question of our ability to get into Pyeng Yang tho we must needs work cautiously and win our way as

we have done in Eui Ju. We cannot go in at once and build a foreign house - tho possibly with a doctor

we could do that. We cannot go in with a man who has no tact or who has not sufficient knowledge of

the language to know what is going on about him. Successful entrance upon Pyeng Yang depends more,

in my judgment, upon the man than upon anything else, and we cannot very well make a selection until

our new men arrive and have had a few months with us. Not every man has tact enough to get along with

the Koreans and gain their good will. Not every man has the health and constitution to go into the interior

and live several months in a native house upon canned goods and such native food as he can get - and we

may have difficulty in this respect. I have made diligent search for a suitable house but it is hard to find

in the city and as we cannot build at once, we shall have to live in a small place in an unhealthy location

and I doubt the advisability of having any one man there longer than three months at a time until he has

become acclimated.
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Again - caution is needed because we have no treaty right to live there and we must simply gain

the good will of the people and win the right to stay. A doctor will be most invaluable and 1 hope we are

to have one. My plan at present is to go up there just before the winter with one of the new men and if the

inquiries for a house now being made enable us to do so - to buy a house as temporary quarters. In the

spring go up with two men - stay in Pyeng Yang some time - leave one man there and with the other go

on to Eui Ju, and after staying there return to Pyeng Yang for another stay. I believe we could then go in

in the fall without obstruction and stay all winter. However we cannot know until we try for there is a

vast difference between opening a station in Fusan or Gensan [Wonsan], the treaty ports, and opening a

station in the interior for the first time. We can do it and we intend to do it, but the ways and means will

depend upon circumstances as they arise. I understand the Methodists have asked for a doctor for Pyeng

Yang. I hope we shall get in there first as we have in every other station. We are most eagerly awaiting

the new men and somewhat anxiously awaiting the news that you have found the two new doctors.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol 8, letter #24)



New York, New York

My dear Mr. Moffett:-

October 24, 1892 Frank Field Ellinwood

I have read with great interest your letter of September 6
th

,
and I send you our unqualified

commendation of your summer’s work. The visit to the north was evidently anything but a picnic
excursion for a few days. It was a laborious term of missionary visitation, and one which gave you an
opportunity to form a substantial judgment as to the condition of things and the outlook. Such work tells,
and although you met with many discouragements, yet by continuing such visits and getting better and
better acquainted with the people, coming more and more closely into contact with them, allowing them
to watch your spirit, and enter into your views of Christian living and Christ-like service, you will find, I

think, with God s blessing, that the standard will rise. Dr. Vinton, writing six days later than you, speaks
of an offer of property at Pyeng Yang. We cannot, however, take it up for Board action in the shape in

which it comes. No price is named. The place is not yet opened, and whether under these circumstances
the Board would feel authorized to purchase property is doubtful. Your idea of making trips of three or
four months seems to me correct. That can be done at once, and if the traveling expense is not too heavy,
and time is not lost in wandering about, I think that that kind of work will be profitable for the new
missionaries when they arrive. I have already announced to you the names of those who may be
expected. Their times of sailing have been left to correspondence between them and our Treasurer.

We are accustomed to have reports from the missions bi-monthly showing the work of each
member of the mission. Something of this sort ought to be adopted as a regular plan by the Korea
Mission. We have personal reports of your work, but not of all. It is customary in the Shantung Mission,

which is one of our best, to take turns in sending these reports, the reporter giving some account of the

work of each missionary. This enables the Board to see the work and answer questions that are asked

almost constantly with reference to it, and especially in the days when fruits are not large it inspires the

faith of the churches which are watching the mission fields much more closely than many suppose; and

we Secretaries are often surprised to see how familiar the people are, or at least here and there one is, in

regard to what is going on in a particular mission field. Sometimes the impressions gained are erroneous,

having been received from some traveler. No justice is thus done to missionaries, simply by not

knowing, nor by falsely knowing what is really being done.

In regard to new stations, I am hoping that if not this year, at least next, we may plant one in the

northwest at Eui Ju or Pyeng Yang. Then, I think, we shall have all the stations that it will be wise to

open for the present. We shall have a sort of quadrilateral, each point being well taken and strong in

itself. Possibly sometime in the future there may be a call for stations in the interior, but not yet. But

meanwhile, what we need is to keep up the courage of the churches to spiritual work, and, if possible, to

spiritual fruits. There are two senses in which foundations may be laid. One is that of building, forming

stations, etc., etc. This is comparatively easy if there is money enough. The other is laying foundations

spiritual, accustoming the people to high standards, and developing at least some strong Christian

characters, building up consistent memberships of churches, in a word, impressing men, and leading

them to impress others with the great truths of the Gospel. Some of the very best foundations and those

which characterize the whole subsequent history of the Mission have been laid with almost no material

appliances, and with trifling outlays of funds.

I am saying all this to you, because I feel that you are in thorough sympathy with it, and that your

personal desires are anticipating all that could be said on this subject.

Rejoicing in your work of the summer, I am
Very sincerely yours,

F.F. Ellinwood

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #224, Vol. 31, part 2, letter marked #134, although it is #135 according

to index)



Seoul, Korea November 2, 1892 Daniel L. Gifford

Dear Dr. Ellinwood,

Dr. Vinton has showed me your letter of September 20th
. I am very sorry that you feel

disheartened with regard to the outlook in Korea. I do not feel that you have need to. Personally I had no
part or parcel in the message sent to you by Rev. Mr. Sampson. Being out on my spring trip I only saw
him for a brief time before his departure. In answer to his questions, I stated my attitude of mind as being
one of moderate hopefulness; - with a fair amount of work, a fair amount of results might be expected. In
view of what I have seen of the working of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of Korean farmers and merchants
this fall, I am prepared to go farther and say that my heart is full of a large hopefulness for the future of
our work. I declare to you, carefully weighing my words, that I confidently expect that when the new
missionaries have a sufficient grip upon the language and the older men can be sufficiently relieved of
their load of routine cares to give an adequate part of their time and strength to preaching, we shall see
hundreds and thousands of Koreans converted to Christ. On what can or cannot be done among the

residents of Seoul I reserve judgment, but among the visitors to Seoul and the people in the country I

certainly expect to see “great spiritual results”. I must add, however, that I do not expect to see these

results this year or next year, because your missionaries are either new men or are shackled with routine

cares; but I do expect to see them within five years. The grounds for my hope are as follows: no native

religion furnishes us with a formidable rival; Roman Catholicism (in my judgment) has in many respects

done a preliminary work for us; the Holy Ghost has shown us how He does work and will work in

Korean hearts; and a number of your missionaries and a number of the best men among your native

Christians are looking to God every day for the baptism of the Holy Ghost upon the work in Korea. I am
sure that in God’s time a great spiritual harvest is coming in this land. I do not question in the least the

honesty of opinion of my brethren who sent the message to you. We have had much to discourage us.

We have had some weak Christians to vex our souls; but we have other native Christians who are pure

gold, and I am bound to say that some of our weak ones are daily growing stronger. I must repeat that my
hopes for the future of our work are optimistic.

Permit me now a word personal. I went to Chefoo last summer principally for my wife’s health,

partly for my own. My wife was in a run down condition from over work. She had had part of the care

of the girls’ school for three months and all of it for two; she had assisted me in my Treasurer’s work; she

had worked unremittingly in “women’s work”, in addition to the care of her home. A number of my
friends warned me that I must get for her the completest rest. I too felt worn with my year’s work. We
therefore took one month’s vacation in Chefoo. Now, Doctor, let me explain to you my feelings about

the taking of a vacation. You know yourself how eleven months’ strain of routine cares and work

interspersed with a certain amount of preaching, wears on one’s nerves. I believe that a man situated as I

am owes it to himself and his work to give a month’s rest to his tensely strained nerves. Again, you will

remember that living in Seoul during the rainy season is very unhealthy. During the last three years Mrs.

Gifford and I have spent more of the rainy season in Seoul than any other member or members of the

Mission and I have invariably paid for it with a sick spell. If I am going to have a vacation at all, it would

seem best to take it while the rainy season is in progress. But where can I go? To Chemulpo, perhaps.

But the hotels in Chemulpo are not only high in price, but execrable in food and beds. To the mountain

top ofNam Han [fortress], perhaps. For those who enjoy shivering in the clouds and general roughing it,

it is well enough. When I go out itinerating I rough it upon principle. But when I take a vacation I want

to be comfortable and rest. What choice is left to me? By a steamer ride of only a day from Chemulpo I

can go to Chefoo, China. We are able to secure cheap rates of board and comfortable quarters. The

atmospheric conditions are not merely healthful, but tonic. We are able to compare notes with the

Shantung Missionaries and get advice upon our work and of their long experience. I am certain that I am

a better missionary physically and every other way for my vacation rest of one month in Chefoo last
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summer. By careful economy at other times of the year, we are able to make the trip without asking the

Board for any more money than they are willing to let us have to go to the mountain. So I trust you will

not think the less of me if I should go to Chefoo again for a short vacation rest. I may state that we have
our Seoul work in such shape that whether the foreign teacher is present or not the native meetings go on
just the same.

The M.E. [Methodist] Mission have stationed one of their doctors, Dr. Hall, in Pyeng Yang for

six months of this year. By medical work we hope that he will be able to open Pyeng Yang for both of

the Missions. Mr. Lee, whom our Mission may assign to Pyeng Yang at the Annual Meeting, will start

with Dr. Hall this week upon his (Mr. Lee’s) first visit to that city. I feel almost certain that the Mission

at the Annual Meeting will vote to put our northern station at Pyeng Yang rather than Eui Ju. With

regard to the purchase of the knoll property at Wonsan by Mr. Gale, I may say that I have favored the

plan from the start, and did not vote with the majority in the July meeting of the station when Mr. Gale’s

plan was shelved in the interests of further information. I cannot say that the Mission is becoming more

lavish in the use of Mission money. The tendency on the contrary is just the other way. Mission

payments are looked into with the very closest scrutiny. I must bring this long letter to a close.

With kindest regards and Christian greetings.

Yours in the Work,

D.L. Gifford

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #177, Vol 4, letter #60)



Philadelphia, Pennsylvania November 2, 1 892 Mary Alice Fish

203 1 No. College Avenue [later became Mrs. Samuel Austin Moffett]

My dear Mother,

I have a request to make of you and of course of Father as well. Are you willing I should become
a member of the Student Volunteer Association?

In doing so I say I desire and purpose to go to the foreign field unless God blocks the way, -

which is only expressing the desire I have had for a long time. There can be nothing compulsory about it

because all our future is left in God’s hands. No one has asked me to volunteer, but I have known more

or less of the movement ever since I came here, and felt it would be helpful in strengthening my purpose.

I wish to do as you think best about it, however.

I had a strange little experience last week. One afternoon I was studying the anatomy of the

pharynx, and on taking up the hand glass to illustrate on my own throat, found my tonsils were all white

and pitted. It is a difficulty without a symptom. I never should have known about it if I had not taken up

the glass. Dr. Musson, who makes a specialty of the throat, says the leptothrix bacteria is the cause and

thinks the galvano cantery is the only radical cure. She advises me to have it done before leaving the city,

but it cannot be now on account ofmy work in the dissecting room. It is quite interesting to have a little

clinic of my own.

We are having such very warm oppressive weather. The sun and moon are actually red from the

heavy atmosphere, overloaded with moisture and smoke.

Father’s letter of the 28
th

startles me with the news of Mr. Armes’ sudden death. Indeed, it is a

cause for thankfulness that he returned to the First Church.

Now I must stop for I have still to go to a quiz tonight way down in town.

Love to you all and kisses for Nellie [her little adopted sister].

Yours lovingly,

Alice

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea November 4, 1892 Patsy Bolling Reynolds

Dear Hattie,

Last night we almost froze coming up the Han river on a tiny steam boat about the size of a bath

tub. When we reached the landing early in the morning, there stood a group of Northern Presbyterian

missionaries, waiting with much curiosity to see what the southerners looked like. We might have horns

and hoofs, you know!

The five men rushed up and gave us the heartiest hellos and handshakes you ever imagined! We
were thrilled and oh, so thankful! Among them was a tall, slender young man named Moffett. He was

the peppiest one and seemed as glad to see us as if we had come from his own home town. He escorted

us ladies to chairs hung on poles and carried by two dirty men - we nearly fell out of them laughing. He

and the other gentlemen walked. Soon we arrived at the mission compound (yard) where we again

received a warm welcome. You should have seen how that Mr. Moffett flew around helping us! You

would have thought he was accustomed to waiting on a helpless wife, but poor fellow, he is a bachelor!

Some girl is missing a good husband.

Later: - - That Mr. M[offett] just took us southerners under his wing. He helped select our names

(ours is Yi), engaged our teachers, cook and gateman, helped to buy wood, coal, chickens and eggs - in

fact, did everything for us except eat and sleep. He saw what a small supply of food we had for the six ot

us, so he about emptied his store room into ours, saying he would not need anything as he was going

away up north to a place called Pyeng Yang. He also found out that Mary [Junkin] and I knew very little

about cooking, so he had his cook make us a wonderful Floating Island pudding and brought it down two

miles to our home. My, but it was good!

Later: - - That Mr. M[offett] I wrote you about seems to know everything. Will and Mr. Junkin

say that his methods of work are so fine they are going to adopt them; for everything he starts seems to

go. By the way, he was much taken with that little red hat you swapped me for my blue waist.

Later: - - Here I am by myself! That Mr. M[offett] took Will off to the country and I’m

lonesome. He says women have to get used to that kind of thing. Poor me!

P S. Forty-one years later - That young Mr. Moffett, now our Dr. Moffett, has all these years been the

best friend, counselor and guide that the southerners have ever had, and they thank God for giving them

such a friend. Today is his 70
th
birthday, but he is still young and peppy. May he be spared for many

more years of blessed service for our Master!

Patsy B. Reynolds

(from the Reynolds papers, Presbyterian Church Historical Archives, Montreat, N.C.)



Philadelphia, PA

My dear Father,

Nov. 8, 1892 M. Alice Fish

[later became the first Mrs. S.A. Moffett]

Sabbath was a “red-letter” day with me. It was spent in Germantown with my friend Josephine

[later Mrs. Brodhead], and we heard Dr. John G. Paton both morning and evening! I could hardly believe

that I was really looking into the face of the dear old man who lived and labored for thirty five years

among the cannibals and has witnessed such triumphs for Christ on those heathen islands.

The extreme simplicity and humility of Dr. Paton is one of his greatest charms. He never for a

moment rests on anything he has already accomplished, never forgets he is still permitted to preach Christ

in the world, and always finds it easy, in the midst of his narrative of the island mission work to stop and

plead with his hearers to give their hearts and lives into the service of the Master. At the morning service,

he began the narrative where the autobiography drops it, and told us some further developments on the

islands and of his recent visit to Erromanga. After the service we went up and had a lovely little talk with

him, and three handshakes apiece. I am very sure there is not a well known man in the world I would

rather see and hear than Dr. Paton, and to think I should have the privilege after my long anticipation

seemed too good to be true. I met also a Miss Banks from Englewood, N.J. who is a dear friend of

Josephine’s and a very lovely girl. I am so happy in some of my friendships this year, and so thankful for

them. The Sabbaths have all been like pinnacles of blessing and of privilege and when they are such rich

days, it is possible to keep on a higher plane all through the busy week.

The College routine is about as ever, each day as full as it can well hold. The weather is

oppressively warm, which makes it more difficult to keep the study always at the best point.

Mother’s letter of Nov. 3rd has just arrived. It says you are in bed with a hard cold and that

makes the distance between home and me seem twice as long as it did a few moments ago. Oh, I hope

that cold is well well by this time. God bless you and give you health. It is very hard to be so far away

from you, but I am so glad you know that I am showing my love for you by staying here and working

where I believe God has placed me. Mother will write again soon, and I shall know that you are better. A

loving Goodnight to you all, Father, Mother and Nellie.

Your affectionate daughter,

Alice

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel A. Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea Nov. 9, 1892 Samuel A. Moffett

My Dear Dr. Ellinwood,

Most sincerely do I wish that you and the Board could know from personal observation and from
a prolonged stay on the field the exact condition of things in your Korea Mission during the last two years

- but as that cannot be and as you cannot have the advantage of a personal talk with each member of the

Mission - you are forced to draw your conclusions from the communications received from the

missionaries and from views given by others from whom you may receive information. Hoping that 1

may add some light and give some assistance to you in understanding the situation here, I set myself once

more to the work of writing you a full, frank and I trust very plain letter which I feel sure will be received

as my past letters have been, without being misunderstood. Of course, it is your letter of Sept. 20th to Dr.

Vinton which makes me feel it my duty to write this letter. I appreciate your personal letter which

relieves me from any share in the criticism upon the station members for having all left Seoul at the same

time. I think I wrote you my reasons for returning to Seoul from Eui Ju by way ofNew Chwang and

Chefoo - viz. that I wished to arrange for the transfer of goods, books, etc., by way of New Chwang

instead of overland from Seoul in order to save expense and also that 1 might get the advantage of a

knowledge of the methods of school work so successful in Chefoo and Tungchow to help me in the

management of our boys’ school. The trip from Eui Ju to Seoul overland takes 18 days. I spent but 22

days in returning as I did. It was not a pleasure trip but a business trip - altho the change of climate and

surroundings after 3 months of work in the interior living mainly on native food was a pleasure. I drew

nothing this year from the appropriation for health trips and my 4 months absence from Seoul cost me,

aside from what I drew from itinerating fund, $160.00 silver.

I write this for I do not wish to rest under the slightest suspicion of having run off from my post

of duty for mere pleasure, altho your letter does not intimate that. I certainly see something incongruous

in a missionary to Korea traveling thro and staying in China , but 1 take it that in a pioneer work as ours is,

and especially as my Northern work is, some things out of the ordinary are to be expected. I am not at all

surprised that you did not know what to think of the action of the station members which seemed to

abandon the work & country for the summer. I too was surprised when the news reached me in Eui Ju for

it was not the intention when 1 left for the North in May that all should leave at the same time. I was not

here and cannot write you concerning the situation then. You will hear from those who were here why it

so occurred. I knew we would hear from you about it and felt it to be very unfortunate when it so

occurred. However, I wish to assure you that some of the inferences which you drew from the fact that

all were away were not warranted. Religious services were not abandoned. When I left I placed Mr. Saw

our evangelist in charge of the regular Sunday Service of the Church (which is under my charge this year)

and the services were continued as usual, Miss Doty being present and playing the organ as usual. The

Sunday School was discontinued all the time that I was away and resumed upon my return. During the

rainy season almost all work and travel is practically suspended so that the Koreans would not think that

we had abandoned our work for an easy time. Mr. Gale had just been transferred to Gensan [Wonsan]

and the service which he had begun was necessarily discontinued. I think you have had the idea that a

great deal more work has been carried on in Seoul than we have ever been able to do. Until this year we

have had no one (Since Dr. Underwood's return) in the Mission who could speak Korean with any degree

of fluency. Mr. Gale was with us just long enough to have a regular service barely begun when he was

transferred. In the Shantung Mission in China new missionaries are not allowed to have the

responsibilities of the work of new stations, building new work, etc. until they have had 5 years work on

the language and the consequent experience. We have had thrust upon us the full work of a station after

one or two years in the field before any of us could be understood or understand Koreans except in a

limited degree.
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I wish to give you a few facts upon two question in which you have criticised us quite severely -

viz. - Extravagance and the lack of spiritual results. I shall speak freely and fully at the risk of criticising

& reflecting upon others.

In some way you have gotten the impression that the Seoul station has been extravagant in real

estate. If there has been any such extravagance, the responsibility for it lies entirely with Dr. Allen, Mr.
Underwood and Dr. Heron - and not with the present members of the Seoul station, not one ofwhom was
here when the real estate was bought. During the time that the present members of the station have been
there and had part in the Mission work but 2 pieces of real estate have been bought - one of them a small

house in the comer of Mr. Gifford's compound which was made into necessary coal and wood sheds.

This cost in silver $70.5 1 or $54. 14 gold. The other was an old wine shop at the entrance to the

compounds occupied by Dr. Heron and Mr. Moffett, which was removed that in its place might be built a

gate and wood shed and a wall separating the stable from the road. This cost the Board $167.50 gold and

it cost me personally $120.00 silver, an amount which I paid from my own pocket in order to get rid of

this wine shop which was reeking with filth and in order to protect our property. On the other hand, I

claim for the present members of the station the credit for the inauguration of an economical management

& use of the Board's funds.

1st To them is due the practice of building stone instead ofmud walls - a practice which if adopted 3

years ago would have saved the Board hundreds of dollars - for the stones were cheap, but even at the

present high price stone walls are in the long run economical.

2nd To them is due the adoption of the following by-law viz. - "All house repairs involving an expense

of more than $5.00 shall be undertaken only after consultation with the local members of the Mission

Building Com. and all involving an expense of more than $25.00 only after the approval of the station has

been secured." - a rule which is designed to secure a more economical use of repair funds - a point in

which I from the first thought the station prone to an injudicious use of Mission funds. This was adopted

last spring & does not bear upon last year's repairs.

3rd It is to them is due the practice of having station oversight of the way in which all funds are used

which has led to a more careful use of funds and has led us to question some of the precedents established

by the founders of the Mission: One of these precedents has just been referred to the Board for an

opinion - viz. - whether or no the Board expects to furnish us with books for language study. The decided

policy of the Seoul station has been toward economy - so much so as to cause some complaints within the

Mission. It takes a man nearly two years to get such an insight into & knowledge of affairs as to warrant

him in reversing the precedents established on a field, and it is not strange that we followed the customs

& rules we found here until such time as we had knowledge sufficient to enable us to introduce what we

think are better plans. Time and again have I regretted many of the precedents established here, not the

least of which is the one which started the missionaries with the appearance of men of wealth - ranking

with the nobility - who should conform to all the customs followed in the foreign diplomatic circles. I am

totally out of sympathy with the desire to maintain the same social life which exists in the non-missionary

community. There are certain ways of using money and ways of living with which I have no sympathy

but every man answers to his own Master as to how he uses his own money. And if a man has money of

his own outside of what he receives from the Board he is very liable to be subject to criticism upon the

part of those who know nothing at all of his private affairs. When it comes to the use of the Mission

Funds it is an entirely different question, and no man can follow his own ideas. That is a Mission affair

and I assure you that we have been making a steady advance towards a more economical use of them. I

do not think we have reached perfection yet in our management of funds but it was no easy task which

was given us when we were left to run the Mission's affairs with but little experience & an inadequate

knowledge of the language & customs of the people. That the Seoul station has striven these 2 years and
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is striving to use funds more and more economically I am ready to affirm most earnestly tho 1 do not
think anything we do will prevent some people from criticising us. Was there ever a time when people
did not disparage not only missionary work but all Christian work? People will criticise us whatever we
do. If we play tennis we are frivolous & worldly minded. If we do not play tennis we are hermits and
neglect our health. If a man has money of his own or friends from whom he obtains that which enables
him to have a nice home - he is extravagant and is lavish in his use of funds. If criticisms come from true

Christians in earnest sympathy with our work and who know the facts, we ought to be more than glad to

hear and profit by them - but if from those who are not Christians or not in sympathy with the real

spiritual character of our work - then we can spend half our time in answering such and not satisfy them.

The second point I wish to touch upon is that concerning the expectation of great spiritual results.

Your letter was the first news that I had of such a message having been sent to you through Rev. Mr.

Sampson who called here while I was in Eui Ju. I cannot understand how such a message as your letter

indicates that you received could possibly have been sent by any one who believes the word of God and I

think there must certainly have been a mis-understanding somewhere.

I quote your letter - "We must not expect great spiritual results in Korea." Why not? Are we not

already getting great spiritual results? Certainly I have been more than encouraged with the bright

prospects of our work. What are spiritual results? Statistics alone do not measure results - 1 baptized but

2 men in the North this summer but that does not represent the results . 1 could have baptized 50 or more 1

suppose and given an appearance of great success and large results now , but time will vindicate the

wisdom of a policy which tends to lay good foundations for permanent work. Mr. Gifford reports a large

number of applicants for baptism in the South. Few men there have been baptized but they do not

represent the results . Last year we baptized 2
1
people - this year we have so far baptized but 7 - though a

number more will be baptized this fall as we have several classes who have been under instruction for a

year or more. The condition of the native church is, to my mind, better than ever tho there are many

backsliders and indifferent ones among those enrolled. There has not been any time in the history of this

native Church when such was not the case. When I came here both elders had just been disciplined - one

excommunicated - the number of Christians reported was 90 or more - a large proportion of whom have

not been seen for three years at least and some who have never been seen since they were baptized. Many

have never attended Church since I have been here. The condition today is no worse - 1 think better than

it then was, for we have set ourselves to the faithful instruction of the Church that we might send forth

real Christians to teach the gospel which they believe.

I rejoice in the evidence of growth in grace on the part of many of our members and look upon

that as the greatest of spiritual results . We have not made the progress which would have been made had

Dr. Heron and Mr. Underwood not been removed from the field - but with our limited knowledge of the

language we have done what we could and we have been blessed.

Are we satisfied? By no means - and now that we are prepared for better work and have some

knowledge of the language we have been entering upon more and more aggressive work and we have

found ourselves capable of doing so. A few years of faithful work on our part will under the blessing of

God vindicate the wisdom of the policy of building well the foundations even tho a looser policy would

present a greater appearance of success.

What I imagine was the purport of the message sent thro Mr. Sampson is - that such results are

not to be expected as one would infer from the reports circulated by Mr. Ross concerning the work in the

North and the rumors which have gained credence at home that Korea is on the point of becoming a

Christian nation and that the Koreans are clamoring for the gospel. Such reports were circulated

concerning Japan when I was in the seminary 5 years ago. The world knows now that such is not the
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North against the years & experience and knowledge of Mr. Ross (altho I have personally been over &
seen more of that work than he has ) and say that he has mis-represented things but I do say that I have
een utterly unable to find what he represents to be there. I have met some of those "thousands" who are

ready to become Christians and their idea is that by becoming Christians (my disciples) they are to be fed
and clothed by us all their lives and spend their time in lazily studying the Bible.

The Korean is ready to listen to us as we preach the gospel and as sure as the promises of God are
true so surely do I look for "great spiritual results" in Korea as I am sure do all your missionaries. We
gain nothing by giving glowing (if inaccurate) reports of our work and if accurate true reports of our work
do not show fidelity to our work (I do not say apparent success ) then a mistake was made when we were
sent to the field.

I am glad that you wrote the letter you did and am sure it will do us good. The information you
had and the appearance of things justified it - tho I do not think the facts had they been known, would
have altogether done so.

Certainly I do not think the facts are a justification of your despondent feeling over the prospects
in Korea and I shall be more than glad if my letter shall help to remove it. There are points in which I

should criticise ourselves as severely as you have done and I am sure that we have as great a feeling of
dissatisfaction over our failures & mistakes as you can have. I do not think we are as faithful or as

consecrated as we should be and I do feel that we need more & more to be filled with the Spirit. That
your letter may lead us to a searching of our hearts - to more prayer - to greater fidelity is my most earnest

wish and prayer.

I should like to write you some things connected with our medical work - the Hospital etc.- as my
ideas on those questions differ somewhat from some others in the Mission, but I have already taken

considerable of my time from other important work and have written you a pretty lengthy letter.

With kindest regards,

Very sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Moffett

We are greatly pleased with our new men including the Southern Board men who have arrived & who
will be hand in hand with us in building up one Presbyterian Church. Messrs. Moore & Lee are settling

down to earnest faithful work on the language. Lee has been with me - is a fine fellow consecrated and

true. He is off now to Pyeng Yang for a month - his first country trip. We expect Swallen & Miller on

next boat. Miss Strong gives every promise of proving a treasure to our Girls' School & Women's work

The prospects are more than bright.

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol 8, letter #25)



Seoul Korea,

My Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Nov. 23, 1892 Samuel Austin Moffett

A rainy afternoon just before Thanksgiving Day gives me a chance to sit down for a short
communication to you concerning several things concerning which I wish it were possible that I might
talk with you.

First - concerning a request for an appropriation which goes to you from our November meeting.
I greatly hope that you will see your way clear to allowing us the small sum asked for in order that next

Spring we may have the funds with which to open up a joint chapel & dispensary in another section of the

city. You cannot realize how much we are hampered by having all our force and work in this foreign

settlement, and I want to urge the necessity of our being given opportunities to develop work in several

sections of the city. Next spring as soon as the Annual Meeting decides upon our location & our

individual work we shall find ourselves ready for beginning just such a work as this appropriation will

provide for. We are not quite ready for street preaching in Seoul and if we are not provided with a house

for work it seems to me we will lose time in getting a hold upon sections of the city far from us and which

cannot well be worked from here without a house. It is extremely difficult to buy a satisfactory place if

we have to wait 3 or 4 months after deciding upon it until we get the appropriation from the Board. By
the time we get the money the house may be sold or the price asked be increased because they know a

foreigner wants it. Give us the $300.00 and I am sure we can get a house well located for beginning just

such a work as the Methodists have started in 3 or 4 sections.

There are some very serious problems coming before us at our Annual Meeting and we shall need

special guidance that we may plan wisely & well. For myself I shall advocate a policy which will tend to

take our work very largely away from this foreign settlement where Koreans are loth to come and where

what work we have is directly in contact with the M.E. [Methodist] work as they are just across the street

from us.

I should be more than glad to see the Girl's School removed to another section of the city - a lady

physician sent to them and a minister & his wife located in the same place - they to there develop the

girls' school, the work amongst the women and to establish a church under the direction of the minister

who should be with them. I could give many reasons for urging this but will await the action of the

Annual Meeting at which time full reasons will be sent should such action be proposed.

The question of bringing our medical work to bear more directly upon evangelistic work is one

which will occupy our attention. I think the Board has been apt to forget that for over two years we have

had but one physician and that he knew nothing of the language. He had nevertheless to take hold of the

Government Hospital and if in his management of it, it is not yet in a satisfactory condition and bears no

direct relation to our evangelistic work, it must be borne in mind that his task was an unusually difficult

one and that he had to deal with dishonest Korean officials who care nothing for the Hospital except as it

gives them an opportunity to "squeeze" a living out of it. I sincerely hope that we may retain the Hospital

and get what good we can out of

it - but it will require a great deal of tact to keep things running smoothly there. I have never ceased to

regret that our physician was not located in the Kou Tong Kol (Lower School) Property where we might

have had dispensary & hospital work going on all the time and in connection with it gospel work. Unless

we see our way clear to placing a physician there soon - 1 hope the Annual Meeting will put a minister

there permanently and let him go ahead to develop work there.

1 feel that now as we are locating new men and opening new stations is the time for us to plan to

leave but a small force in this foreign settlement where without question the Methodists are permanently

settled. We shall also be called upon to assist our Southern brethren in deciding upon their location. I

think there is little question but that they will open a station in the South. If they also leave a small force

in Seoul they can occupy still another section of the city to advantage or unite with us in the development

of School & College work. Our relation with them will be the closest and most pleasant. We have been

greatly pleased with their character and brotherly spirit.
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The questions as to who is to be sent to Pyeng Yang - who to take the Boys' School in case 1 am

sent - who is to be stationed in Seoul & where, are also beginning to press pretty closely upon us for
careful consideration. I had almost taken it for granted that I should be sent North - but several of the

Mission have recently questioned the advisability ofmy leaving Seoul - and yet I do not well see how
entirely new men without the language are to go in there - and go in there this year some way or other 1

feel that we must.

So much to merely give you a view of some of the things passing through our minds and claiming

attention. Now a few words concerning our present work and my “talk” will end.

Next week our Theological class assembles and Mr. Gifford & I are preparing for it in confident

expectation of a rich blessing. We expect a large attendance and as both of us are better qualified to teach

we expect a more profitable time. Our Sunday morning services have been growing in interest and

attendance. This fall I have been able to divide the time with our Korean Evangelist each of us giving a

talk each morning. Last Sunday I have reason to believe that 4 men were deeply convicted under a

sermon on Repentance as each of them afterwards wished to inquire more thoroughly and expressed a

desire to become a Christian. Mrs. Gifford and I have begun a regular service for women Sunday night.

Mrs. G[ifford]. has charge of it, the preaching being committed to me. I feel deeply thankful that my
progress in the language has been such as to ensure me to be quite readily understood and that I am now

able to discourse to them at length. The Sunday School service Sunday afternoon has not grown in

attendance, there being but few Korean children in the foreign settlement - some of them attending the

M.E. Sunday School.

Now that I find myself equipped for preaching I long to have more time to work up preaching

services and I hope the Annual Meeting will either send me to a station or so relieve me of some of my

work that I can do more in the way of grappling with Koreans as individuals and in leading them to

Christ.

The work in the Boys' School is progressing, and I feel sure that in it we have boys who are being

given thorough instruction preparatory to their becoming useful men in our work.

Almost all our work in every department has so far been preparatory but we shall before another 5 years

step into a second stage of our work.

A letter from Mr. Underwood tells me he expects to reach here in March. We shall greet him

with a royal welcome and he will soon find his hands are full of work as ever.

Probably before I shall have occasion or opportunity to write you again Thanksgiving, Christmas

and New Years will have passed. May they prove to be joyful ones to you bringing you cheering news

from all the mission fields & the home churches.

Sincerely yours in His service,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #26)



Philadelphia, Pennsylvania December 5, 1892 Mary Alice Fish

My dear Father,

Yours of the 10
th

has just arrived. The days at this terminal have been so full this week that I

positively could not squeeze in a letter.

Last Sabbath evening I went in company with several other students to visit the Medical Mission

down in a part of the city where it was necessary to have five or six in the company for safety, unless we
employed a policeman. We obtained an insight into the meaning of slum work in a great city. One is

very apt to find that ones ideas of how work of that kind should be carried on are very far from practical

unless the work is actually entered into.

I was struck with the wonderful opportunity the workers have of reaching those people. The very

fact that they will come and crowd that little room to overflowing when there is no attraction beyond the

simple Gospel service seems marvelous. On the platform were those who conduct the Mission, several

visitors and some who come regularly to assist. I had the privilege of relieving the faithful organist for

the evening, but the way those people sang completely drowned the instrument and our voices. The room

holds I should say about 120 and was entirely filled with just about as hard and degraded and needy a

congregation as one would care to find. A policeman waited on the walk without and four of the helpers

stood in the aisle to keep order and suppress talking aloud. And amidst those surroundings the Book of

books was opened and the simple story told of the salvation free to all, and the love of Christ which can

touch every side of human nature however degraded and sin-stained. Would that more of our church

people would throw themselves into work of this kind instead of settling in their own pew and criticising

the pulpit and pews about them.

It is saddening to hear about the troubles in the little home church. If Christians could only see

that they are the ones who in so many cases are hindering the spread of Christ’s Kingdom. There is no

time for church disputes when so many of our brethren are pleading for the message which was left with

us for them, and “hundreds of precious souls each hour sink to a Christless grave!”

Our committee on volunteer meetings met on Wednesday morning at the Y.M.C.A. parlor. Mr.

Mount, our chairman, is a medical student at the university and bound for China. Three other men

represent different institutions and Miss Pierson, daughter of Arthur T. Pierson, is the only lady beside

myself. We arranged for a study on Africa at the January meeting when we hope to have an address by

Dr. Wassan.

Today Josephine [later Mrs. Brodhead] and I paid another visit to the College Settlement which is

also down in the slums - 1 believe I wrote you about it once, did I not? Then we came up to 1334

Chestnut Street and had a most delightful little visit with Miss Lombard, editor of Children ’s Work.

If you have access to the Missionary Review for last April I wish you would re-read an article on

The Incubus ofthe Kingdom by W.C.C. It puts so strongly just what the Church needs to know today.

My time for writing has gone. A heart full of love for you all from

Your loving daughter,

Alice

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea Dec. 22, 1892 Graham Lee

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

I have been appointed by the mission to write you a letter for this mail and as I had intended to
write you a personal letter I gladly combine the two.

Have just returned from a month’s trip to Pyeng Yang with Dr. Hall of the Methodist Mission.
Learned many things, not the least of which is the fact that traveling in Korea in cold weather is not a

“soft snap” for a green horn.

While in Pyeng Yang I was kept in bed for a few days with a hard cold and this didn’t add any to

the pleasure of the trip. We were very comfortably situated in the house of a friend whom Dr. Hall made
through his medical work. Dr. Hall has made a bargain with this same man to purchase his house which
is a good one, and in a splendid locality, and he returns to Pyeng Yang soon after New Years to pay the

money and take possession. Of course he has to hold the property in the name of some Korean. This

opening that Dr. Hall has made is going to be very helpful to us, I think, in gaining an entrance also. Dr.

Hall has very kindly offered part of the house to Moffett and me, if we go up there, to use until we can get

a house of our own. There, too, the friends that Dr. Hall has made will be willing to aid us in any way
they can. It certainly looks to me as if we could go into Pyeng Yang without the least trouble provided

we go in quietly. I like the people there. They seem to be more enterprising than Seoul Koreans. On
account ofmy sick spell of course I couldn’t learn as much about the city and people as 1 wished to.

Moffett’s plan now, provided the Annual Meeting so thinks best, is for him and me to go up there

about March 1st, get a house if we can, spend some time there, then go up into the northern country and

get back to Seoul just before the rainy season. This will give me a fine opportunity to study Korean and

Koreans. As I have now had some experience and have learned a thing or two I hope to get through this

trip without being laid up for repairs.

Everything in the Mission seems to be going along nicely. Mr. Miller and wife are quartered at

Dr. Vinton’s. Moore and wife are in the Underwood house. Swallen and wife boarded at Mr. Gifford’s

for a time but concluded they would like to strike out for themselves and are now down at Kou Dong Kol

struggling bravely in their attempts to make their servants understand them. Mrs. Swallen said to me the

other day with a rather lugubrious expression, “You might as well not have any servants as to have to go

and show them every time what you want.” They seem to be happy notwithstanding their trials and

tribulations.

Miss Arbuckle and Miss Strong seem to be comfortably situated over at the Girls’ School and are

spending their time between the language and the little girls which they find the most wearing. I don’t

know, but either, I should think, was enough to test the grit and grace of any woman. They are both

doing good good work at the language and I trust are happy in their work. Of all us new ones who have

come out, Moore is making by far the best progress on this most abominable language. I have heard men

say they thought the devil invented the Chinese language to be an obstacle to Christianity. If that is so, I

think Korean may be traced to the same source and be considered the last supreme effort of the same

author. This may not be a hard language for a #50 caliber man but for a #22 it is hard digging.

Please don’t think I am discouraged. Were the language ever so hard 1 would be willing to tackle

it for Christ’s sake, but please don’t be disappointed in me if I only make a poor average, for languages

come hard to me.

The Theological class has been in session for nearly a month and from what Messrs. Moffett and

Gifford say of it this session has been a very successful one. They seem to think the men have obtained a

much better grasp of truth and are going back to the country with more true earnestness to do better work

than ever before. There were about thirty names on the rolls but these included some of our teachers who

attended.



12/22/92 -p.2 G. Lee.
At a meeting of the church session the other evening there were twenty three (23) applicants for

baptism, only nine of which were received. These nine consisted of two men, four women, two boys
from the school and one girl. There are also two children, one the child of our evangelist, Saw [Suh
Sang-Yun], that are to be baptized. The services of baptism and communion are to be held on Christmas
day.

Would you like to have my first impressions of the work here and the country? I don’t mind
giving them to you frankly. I have passed through two stages since my arrival and am now in the third

which I trust is the permanent one. The first stage was one of bewilderment as 1 found myself in

circumstances so entirely different from anything I ever experienced or of which I ever had any

conception. The second stage was one of disappointment and gloom as I began to get an inside view and

found that the big church of Seoul, of which I heard at home with its one hundred members, was almost a

myth and that Korea almost clamoring for the gospel was (?) To use a figure, the underpinning was

knocked out - 1 might say almost roughly, and I came down sprawling and breathless. The third stage is

one of hopefulness in which I think I begin to see things in their true light. I see a work that is small and

though growing slowly is growing surely. I see a people who are amiable, but among whom work is

exceedingly difficult. I believe a missionary could baptize any number for a dollar apiece, but to get men

who really and truly want to follow Christ is difficult.

I believe the work here is in good shape and is advancing as fast as we can expect when all things

are taken into consideration.

The Southern people are comfortably settled over in the Merton (?) house. They are nice people

and we all like them. What their plans of work are we don’t know as yet. At present they are giving most

of their time to the language.

Next Tuesday, Dec. 27th, Mr. Moffett and Mr. Reynolds start for a trip down south. They are to

go about half way to Fusan to meet Mr. Baird on his way up to the Annual Meeting. Mrs. Baird is to

come around by steamer, I believe. We new missionaries are looking forward to the Annual Meeting

with much interest. We are anxious to meet all the members of the Mission and we are anxious also to

know where is to be our future field of work.

There is some talk of my being sent to Pyeng Yang. If I am appointed there shall go and do my

best to open up the work but if such should be the case I don’t see how in two years my matrimonial

problem is going to be any nearer solution than it is at present for unless Pyeng Yang becomes an open

port I don’t see how we can take ladies there in two years. However, I am not going to worry about the

matter for I told the Lord 1 would trust Him for everything and I’m not going back on that. Miss Webb,

from last accounts, is well and happy. She shows a beautiful spirit in the matter and does not worry, for

she too has said she would trust God for everything. This experience, though hard at times, is going to

make both of us stronger Christians.

At present I am boarding with Mr. Moffett and I find him a most delightful companion, a most

earnest consecrated Christian and a hard worker. Thus far I may truly say: “The lines are fallen unto me

in pleasant places”.

I haven’t been able to give you much news about the work for I know so little as yet. Will you

give my very kind regards to Speer [Robert E. Speer].

Very sincerely yours,

Graham Lee

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #27)



Philadelphia, Pennsylvania December 30, 1 892 Mary Alice Fish

My dear Father,

Two of your dear letters were awaiting me when I arrived from Kingston about ten thirty last

night. One says you are having lots of good times, - the other that you are stronger and better in health,
and both make me very happy. I thank our Father daily for my beautiful home - all it has been and is to

me - and for continued good news from you all. About next summer - 1 feel that we cannot decide now
nor is it necessary. We all want to do just what is for the best, and the way will surely open if we are

willing to be guided - it always has. At the same time as we are so far apart, it will be much easier to plan

in harmony if the subject is kept open that each may know what seems best to the rest.

In my opinion Mother should start early for Castile. It probably means two fares at least - do you
not think so? If Mother comes alone I will go to be with you and Nellie [her younger adopted sister]. By
renting the house we can save more than last summer. The other way will leave you alone for five

months or so and I confess I do not like to think about that. My stay here is by no means imperative. I

could use the summer to good advantage, but there are many things to learn in other lines as well.

This morning I went down to “133" - and purchased my Christmas present from you. It is an

Oxford print, clear type, gilt edge, morocco bound, $6°° - a handsome volume. I prize it now and expect

to more and more. I also bought a small Oxford edition of Helps containing everything and maps

besides! which I think will be very helpful.

This afternoon I went with several other students to visit the Episcopal Hospital at the invitation

of Dr. Roberts. He performed one operation - the excision of the eyeball - and then took us through the

wards where we saw a number of interesting cases. It is a fine new building only dedicated last Spring.

I have finished the life of Mackay of Uganda - the record of fourteen short years of patient,

zealous work. I place the book next to John G. Paton until I find one that can come between them. Am
now reading the story of William Carey the “consecrated cobbler” and founder of the first foreign

missionary society. The watch words of that first little company may well serve for all to follow, “Expect

great things from God. Attempt great things for God.”

December 31
st

Was over in the hospital treatment room this morning and came back feeling much discouraged.

Shall I ever be where I can for an instant depend on my knowledge? How shall I ever leam what there is

to be learned? It seems a hopeless task. I had better get to work at once!

A heart full of love for you all

Your loving daughter,

Alice

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)






